
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Train Bigger Monkeys is an expression of society force fed life long corruption. Metal has a way of taking control, 

and TBM revels in the directions its takes them. 

In the scene since the winter of 2007, Train Bigger Monkeys is the metal band with all the right moves. With a 

sound that is both melodic and punishing, TBM has succeeded in creating music that melts faces and blasts minds. 

With a wide array of influences across numerous metal genres you get a taste of death, thrash, progressive, 

hardcore and straight up metal all rolled into one. Train Bigger Monkeys always brings energy, technicality and a 

true passion to the stage that will challenge anyone not to get involved. 

They have had the honour of sharing the stage with metal legends such as Massacre, Archspire, Incantation, 

Accursed Spawn, Soothsayer and Benighted, and have performed at multiple Death/Chuck Shuldiner tribute shows 

as well as Vernstock, Farmageddon Open Air, Calgary Metal Fest, and Grind Your Mind. 

With a repertiore that is constantly growing, a National under their belts, a line up that makes it look easy, and a 

sound that is constantly evolving and refining into something truly unique that can only be Train Bigger Monkeys. 

 

“Train Bigger Monkeys writes dynamic, melodic, thrashy riffs. The songs are complex…varied, melodic, 

death like offerings will keep any fan of melodic death or thrash entertained…carefully crafted and original.” 

- Ryan Primrose (Absolute Underground) 

“Train Bigger Monkeys are one of the best acts to come from Calgary…the charisma they portray on and off 

the stage inspires so many. They are pure talent, raw, edgy and unique…” 

- Erin ‘Hazzard’ Ettinger (Hazzardous Materials: Babes, Bands & Art) 

“Train Bigger Monkeys have set themselves apart from the herd being a true leader in demonstrating hard 

work, perseverance and evolution within the Canadian and International music community with their 

innovative approach that puts a fresh spin on a influenced sound that is undeniably unique.” 

- Jon Asher (Asher Media Relations) 
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https://twitter.com/tbmonkeys
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